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Minutes of actions taken by the Board of Governors of the

Federal Reserve System on Thursday, October 3, 1957. The Board met

in the Board Room at 10:00 a.m.

PRESENT: Mr. Martin, Chairman

Mr. Balderston, Vice Chairman

Mr. Szymczak
Mr. Vardaman
Mr. Mills
Mr. Robertson

Mr. Carpenter, Secretary
Mr. Sherman, Assistant Secretary

Mr. Kenyon, Assistant Secretary
Mr. Riefler, Assistant to the

Chairman
Mr. Thomas, Economic Adviser to

the Board
Mr. Young, Director, Division of

Research and Statistics

Mr. Hackley, General Counsel

Mr. Masters, Director, Division of

Examinations
Mr. Cherry, Legislative Counsel

Mr. Molony, Special Assistant

to the Board
Mr. Noyes, Adviser, Division of

Research and Statistics
Mr. Solomon, Assistant General

Counsel
Mr. Hostrup, Assistant Director,

Division of Examinations

Items circulated to the Board. The following items, which

had been circulated to the members of the Board and copies of which

are attached to these minutes under the respective item numbers indi-

cated, were approved unanimously:

Letter to the Federal Reserve Bank
Of Chicago approving the payment of
salary to the Bank's engineers and
firemen at specified rates.

Item No.

1
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Letter to The First Pennsylvania Banking
and Trust Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
approving the establishment of a branch in
the Pennsylvania Railroad Station at Ardmore,
Pennsylvania. (For transmittal through the
Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia)

Letter to Commonwealth Trust Company of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, approving
the establishment of a branch at 3095 Banksville
Road. (For transmittal through the Federal
Reserve Bank of Cleveland)

Letter to the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland
extending the time within which The Union
Commerce Bank, Cleveland, Ohio, may establish a
branch in South Euclid, Ohio.

Letter to Citizens Bank of Hattiesburg
Hattiesburg, Mississippi, approving the establish-
ment of a branch in Petal, Mississippi. (For
transmittal through the Federal Reserve Bank of

Atlanta)

Item No.

2

3

14

5

Applications of First National City Bank and others under the

Bank Holding Company Act (Item No. 6). Mr. Hackley stated that the

Hearing Examiner had now completed his Report and Recommended Decision

in the matter of the applications of The First National City Bank of

New York and others under Section 3 of the Bank Holding Company Act

Of 1956, and that the report was expected to be received at the

Board's offices later today. It was proposed, he said, to advise

the parties to the proceeding and the press that the report would be

available and would be released at a specified time this afternoon.

Also, in order to avoid any impression that the Board would now proceed
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10/3/57 -3-

immediately to decide the case, he thought that it would be desirable

to issue a brief statement in releasing the report.

Mr. Hackley then read the draft of the proposed press statement

and repeated that it was intended merely to clarify the fact that under

the Board's Rules of Practice for Formal Hearings, parties to the

Proceeding must be given a certain length of time to file objections

and briefs before the matter came before the Board for consideration

and decision. He added that up to this time no member of the Board's

staff had seen the contents of the Hearing Examiner's report.

At the instance of Governor Robertson, there followed a

discussion of the advisability of issuing a press statement in a

matter of this kind, particularly from the standpoint of precedent.

While the legal staff had not inquired in detail into the practices

of other Government agencies in somewhat similar circumstances, Mr.

Hackley pointed out that several press statements had been issued

by the Board regarding developments in connection with the First

National City Bank case. He also referred to the fact that this had

been a public hearing and a proceeding which had aroused considerable

Public interest. If copies of the Hearing Examiner's report were

simply sent to the parties to the proceeding, as required, and held

available for other persons upon request, the impression might be

gained by the public that the Hearing Examiner's recommended decision

was the final decision in the case, and the proposed press statement

would serve to clarify the situation.
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Chairman Martin Martin observed that it would be unfortunate for

any of the parties to the proceeding to release the report before

the Board released it, and he pointed out that members of the press

vould be anxious to have the document. In the circumstances, he

suggested that full disclosure was the best policy for the Board to

Governor Robertson said that he had no question about full

disclosure and that the points he had raised related solely to the

issuance of a press statement. On balance, he felt in the light of

this discussion that perhaps such a procedure would be advisable.

In this connection, Mr. Hackley said that the Hearing Examiner

had mentioned receiving inquiries from various parties about the

report which carried the suggestion that the market value of First

National City Bank's stock might be affected. In the circumstances,

Mr. Beckley thought that, as in the case of the decision recently

rendered on an application of Transamerica Corporation under the

Bank Holding Company Act, it would be well to release the report

simultaneously to the parties concerned and to the public.

The draft of press statement was then considered further

and certain suggestions were made with a view to phrasing the state-

ment in such a way that it would be only a recital of facts and

Procedures and avoid any indication of what might develop in respect

to the report and recommended decision. It was considered important

to bring out in the press statement that under the Rules of Practice
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for Formal Hearings, the Board could not begin its consideration of

the matter for at least 25 days after the date of the report. While

it was agreed that a copy of the press statement should be made a

part of the docket on this case, the Board concluded that the state-

ment not be attached physically to each distributed copy of the

Hearing Examiner's report.

The draft of press statement was then referred to Messrs.

Hackley and Molony for revision in the light of the comments and

suggestions made at this meeting, and it was understood that arrange-

ments would be made to issue the statement at 4:00 p.m. this afternoon,

at vhich time copies of the Hearing Examiner's Report and Recommended

Decision would be made available to the parties to the proceeding

and also to the press.

In view of the interest which had been expressed in this

Proceeding by Congressmen Celler and Multer of New York, it was under-

stood that their offices would be advised informally by Mr. Cherry

'when the Report and Recommended Decision was released.

Secretary's Note: The press statement was issued
in the form attached hereto as Item No. 6.

Application of Transamerica Corporation under the Bank Holding

C°mPany Act (Item No. 7). On September 19, 1957, Transamerica Corpo-

ration, San Francisco, California, filed with the Board pursuant to

Section 4(a) of the Bank Holding Company Act an application for an

extension until December 31, 1958, of the time for divestment of

nonbankin g interests or to cease to be a bank holding company. In a
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10/3/57 -6-

memorandum dated September 25, 1957, copies of 'which had been sent to

the members of the Board, the Division of Examinations summarized

Problems 'which would confront Transamerica in reorganizing its affairs

and expressed the view that the current request appeared reasonable.

It was understood that Transamerica planned to spin off its banking

interests to a new corporation and that it expected that distribution

of shares to the new corporation would be made by July 1, 1958. The

remaining period covered by the request vould provide for unforeseen

delays and circumstances which might arise. It was the opinion of

the Division that the extension of time, if granted, 'would not be

detrimental to the public interest.

Following a statement by Mr. Masters concerning the complicated

nature of the procedures necessarily involved in the proposed reorgani-

zation of Transamerica's affairs, Governor Robertson said that although

he would have no objection to granting any extension of time that

might be reasonable, the requested extension covered a rather long

period. Accordingly, he thought the Board should be sure that the

case for granting the request was sound. He pointed out that an

alternative 'would be to grant a shorter extension of time and then

act again if necessary.

Governor Vardaman agreed with the point of view expressed

by Governor Robertson and also raised the question of arranging to

receive progress reports on the reorganization program. He noted

that a problem 'would be posed if, at the end of the extended period

flow- requested, the reorganization had not been completed or the Board
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found the steps which had been taken to be unacceptable.

In response to these comments, Mr. Hackley reviewed visits

to the Board's offices by attorneys for Transamerica and said that

the statements made on those occasions appeared to reflect cooperation

and good faith. A request for a prior tax certification under the

Internal Revenue Code of 1954 had already been filed with the Federal

Reserve Bank of San Francisco and it was indicated that Transamerica

would keep the Board advised of developments relating to the reorgani-

zation. In reply to a question by Governor Vardaman, Mr. Hackley

stated that the discussion with the attorneys for Transamerica had

touched upon the composition of its board of directors and that of

the new corporation following the spin-off of banking interests, and

that the attorneys had indicated that further information would be

forthcoming.

During an ensuing discussion, Chairman Martin suggested that

at this juncture it would seem inadvisable for the Board to take any

Position which might appear to cast doubt on the objectives of

Transamerica and that it would seem sufficient to deal with any

problems if and when they might arise.

Agreement was expressed with this point of view. It was also

agreed that it would not be advisable to make a formal request for

Progress reports since this might have the effect of committing the

Board in a piecemeal fashion.
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Thereupon, unanimous approval was given to a letter to the

President of Transamerica Corporation in the form attached as Item No. 7, 

for transmittal through the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco.

Request from Congressman Mills for economic information (Item 

In a letter dated September 17, 1957, Ccngressman Mills,

Chairman of the Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy of the Joint Economic

Committee, referred to recent testimony by Chairman Martin before that

Subcommittee and before the Senate Finance Committee and asked if he

could be kept advised of developments with respect to the nation's

economic trends and their bearing on monetary policy in order that

he might be able to evaluate the significance of developments and

Proposals in the fiscal area in the light of the objectives of the

Employment Act of 1946.

There had been distributed to the members of the Board a draft

Of reply to Mr. Mills discussing Federal Reserve and other publications

containing information on economic developments and offering to make

the Federal Reserve items available to his office regularly. The

draft also contained two alternative paragraphs, the first of which

vould offer to send to Congressman Mills on a confidential basis

copies of the staff report on economic activity which is prepared for

the members of the Federal Open Market Committee and copies of which

are sent, with certain deletions, to the members of the Advisory Board

cn Economic Growth and Stability. The other alternative paragraph

'would state that a member of the Board or its staff would be glad to
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sit down with Mr. Mills from time to time to review recent factual

information pertaining to economic activity.

Following comments by Mr. Young on the information and proce-

dures used in compiling the staff report referred to in the first

alternative paragraph, agreement was expressed with a statement by

Governor Vardaman that problems might be involved from the standpoint

of precedent and possible requests for further distribution of

the document. In such circumstances, it was pointed out, the members

of the staff preparing the report might be more limited in expressing

themselves than at present.

On the other hand, the reaction to the second alternative

Paragraph was favorable, provided the language did not contain a

commitment to have a member of the Board or the staff make reports

at specific time intervals.

Accordingly, unanimous approval was given to a letter to

Congressman Mills in the form set forth as Item No. 8 attached hereto.

Contributions to a proposed book dealing with the Federal

t2perve System (Item No.  9). There had been circulated to the members

Of the Board a memorandum from Mr. Young dated September 17, 1957,

and an attached memorandum from Mr. Noyes of the same date discussing

a question raised informally by the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago

'with regard to possible contributions by Federal Reserve staff members

to a book dealing with the Federal Reserve System which Mr. Herbert

Prochnov, Secretary of the Federal Advisory Council, proposed to edit.
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The memorandum from Mr. Noyes indicated that Mr. Prochnow had approached

several staff members of the Board and various Federal Reserve Banks

with a view to their contributing chapters to the book, and that there

would also be other contributors. The memorandum from Mr. Young

suggested that the matter be left to the discretion of the individual

Presidents as far as the interested Federal Reserve Banks were concerned

and that participation by the Board's staff be handled in accordance

with the customary policy applicable to contributions of this kind.

It was pointed out that under existing policy, System staff members

'would not accept any royalties, stipends, or honorariums for such

contributions.

Following a statement on the circumstances in which the question

had been raised, Mr. Young commented that up to this point it had been

the policy - in so far as it could be said that there had been a

definite policy - to leave the decision to the persons concerned.

As indicated in his memorandum, however, members of the Board's staff

had not been permitted to accept remuneration for their contributions.

Mr. Young then said that he would be inclined to leave the

Present practice unchanged, which would mean leaving the decision on

whether to make a contribution to the individuals concerned. He

thought, however, that the Federal Reserve Banks should be advised

Of the Policy of the Board with respect to remuneration for staff

contributions. Mr. Young expressed doubt whether contributions of

the Federal Reserve staff to this particular book would be interpreted
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as anything other than the thinking of the author of the contributed

article, and he pointed out that, if necessary, arrangements could be

vorked out for checking the accuracy of factual statements.

Mr. Thomas commented that contributions of this kind had been

made by Federal Reserve personnel on occasions in the past, so that

restrictive action would tend to constitute a change in policy.

The only questions which were raised related to possible

implications if contributors to the book from outside the Federal

Reserve System were to adopt controversial positions. Governor

Vardaman, 'who raised these questions, suggested circumstances under

which the situation might be such as to hold the possibility of

embarrassment to the System.

In response, Mr. Young stated that the contributors, being

concerned about their owe reputations, no doubt 'would inquire of

111". Prochnow regarding the other contributors to the book. In the

circumstances, he felt that the risk was small.

Chairman Martin agreed with Mr. Young. He noted that many

books are being 'written concerning the Federal Reserve System and

expressed the view that the dissemination of accurate information

'would appear to be advantageous.

At the conclusion of the discussion, unanimous agreement vas

expressed with the position recommended by Mr. Young and it vas

understood that an appropriate letter would be sent to the Federal

Reserve Banks.
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Secretary's Note: Pursuant to this action, a
letter to the Federal Reserve Banks in the form
attached hereto as Item No. 9 vas sent on
October 7, 1957.

Request from Congressman Patman. In a letter dated September 26,

1957, Mr, Patman referred to the reports of examination of the Federal

Reserve Banks previously sent by the Board to the House Banking and

Currency Committee and asked that there nov be furnished various items

of information from the confidential memoranda, prepared at the time

of the respective examinations, over the seven-year period prior to

June 30, 1957.

Following a discussion of the request, it was the unanimous

viev of the Board that the information should not be furnished. It

vas understood that a draft of reply to Mr. Patman 'would be prepared

for the Board's consideration. In this connection, Governor Vardaman

stated that 'whatever letter the Board might agree upon vould be accept-

able to him.

Governor Vardaman then inquired about the possibility that the

reports might be subpoenaed, and Mr. Cherry replied that it 'would be

necessary for Mr. Patman to go to the Committee on Banking and

Currency, which in turn 'would have to make a recommendation to the

full House of Representatives.

Staff studies on reserve requirements (Items 10 and 11).

Reference vas made to the decision of the Board at the meeting on

September 25, 1957, to make available to representatives of the

Economic Policy Commission of the American Bankers Association copies
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Of two studies by the Board's staff concerning proposals for a change

in the system of reserve requirements, and it vas suggested that copies

likewise be made available to the Presidents of the Federal Reserve

Banks and to the members of the Federal Advisory Council, with transmit-

tal letters which mould indicate that the reports were not for publica-

tion and that the results should not be given any publicity.

No objection being interposed to this suggestion, it was

Illa_e_tood that copies of the staff studies mould be sent to the

parties mentioned, the letters of transmittal to be in the form

attached as Items 10 and 112 respectively.

Application of Baystate Corporation. With reference to the

discussions by the Board, most recently at the meeting on October 1,

1957, concerning the application of Baystate Corporation to acquire

Shares of the Union Trust Company of Springfield, Massachusetts,

Governor Balderston reported having been advised by President Erickson

°f the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston that a hearing on the matter

would be held before the State Board of Bank Incorporation on Tuesday,

October 15. He said it had also been mentioned by Mr. Erickson that

the agreement between Baystate and Union Trust Company mould expire

December 31, 1957, which mould mean that the Board of Governors, if

it approved the application, mould have to announce its decision

before the first of November in order that a period of 6o days for

ELggrieved parties to request judicial review might elapse before

the date of expiration of the agreement. In all the circumstances,
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including the necessity for allowing the Board's legal staff time to

prepare the appropriate papers resulting from the Board's decision,

he suggested that it would be desirable if the Board could consider

the matter further not later than Friday, October 25.

After Governor Vardaman had stated that he would endeavor to

be available for a meeting on October 25, Governor Mills commented

that unless the Board were to change the procedure agreed upon by

the majority at the meeting on October 1, namely, to hold the appli-

cation in abeyance pending the State hearing and announcement of the

State decision, this would mean that the State authorities -would have

to hand down their decision between October 15 and October 25. In

response to a question by Governor Vardaman, the Secretary said it

vas understood that a transcript of the State hearing would not be

made since the hearing procedure reportedly would be limited mostly

to the submission of briefs. Mr. Hackley reported that the Federal

Reserve Bank of Boston would have a representative present to take

notes if there should be oral testimony.

The meeting then adjourned.

Secretary's Notes: Pursuant to recommenda-
tions contained in memoranda from appropriate
individuals concerned, Governor Shepardson
approved on behalf of the Board on October 2,
1957, the following items affecting the
Board's staff:

-.1!If.12Xincreases, effective October 6) 1957 

Edna L. Stoll, Records Clerk, Office of the Secretary, from
$3,4l5 to $3,500 per annum.
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Salary increases, effective October 6) 1957 (continued)

Verna P. Ryon, Secretary, Legal Division, from $4,080 to
$4,215 per annum.

Paul F. Smith, Economist, Division of Research and Statistics,
from $90205 to $90420 per annum.

C. Lavon Watson, Statistical Clerk, Division of Research and
Statistics, from $3,755 to $3,840 per annum.

Edna K. Noyes, Statistical Clerk, Division of Bank Operations,
from $3,585 to $30670 per annum..

James R. Carnahan, Guard, Division of Administrative Services,
from $3,045 to $3,130 per annum.

Edward Cross, Operator, Offset Press (Multilith), Division
of Administrative Services, from $3,619 to $4,014 per annum.

.4!2Stptance of resignation

Gladys I. Rooks, Index Clerk, Office of the Secretary, effec-
tive October 11, 1957.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25. D. C

CONFIDENTIAL (FR) 

Mr. H. J. Newman, Vice President,
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago,
Chicago 90, Illinois.

Dear Mr. Newman:

Item No. 1
10/3/57

Aoopicse orriciAL CORRESPONDENCE
TO THE SOAR°

October 3, 1957

The Board of Governors approves the payment of salary by
the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago to incumbents of the positions
listed below at the following rates effective September 2, 1957,
in accordance with the request contained in your letter of September 6,
1957s

Title Annual Salary

Engineers $6240.00

Firemen 5449.60

The Board believes it undesirable to commit itself to future
salary adjustments and accordingly suggests that such adjustments be

submitted for the Board's consideration at the time the Bank desires
to place them in effect.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Merritt Sherman

Merritt Sherman,
Assistant Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

Item No. 2
10/3/57

AonnEns orricloo. cootatc•romotpacc
TO Tut 11110ANO

October 3, 1957

Board of Directors,
The First Pennsylvania Banking and Trust Company,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Gentlemen:

Pursuant to your request submitted through the
Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System approves the establishment of
a branch in the Pennsylvania Railroad Station, at Ardmore,
Pennsylvania, by The First Pennsylvania Banking and Trust
Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, provided the branch is
established within six months from the date of this letter
and approval of the State authorities is in effect as of
the date of the establishment of the branch.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Merritt Sherman

Merritt Sherman,
Assistant Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

Board of Directors,
Commonwealth Trust Company of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania*

Gentlemen:

Item No. 3
10/3/57

ADDRESS orticiAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE SOAR°

October 3, 1957

Pursuant to your request submitted through the
Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland, the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System approves the establishment of a
branch at 3095 Banksville Road, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, by
Commonwealth Trust Company of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
provided the branch is established within six months from the
date of this letter and approval of the State authorities is in
effect as of the date of the establishment of the branch*

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Merritt Sherman

Merritt Sherman,
Assistant Secretary*
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

Mr. Paul C. Stetzelberger, Vice President,
Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland,
Cleveland 1, Ohio,

Dear Mr. Stetzelberger:

Item No, 4
10/3/57

^apneas orrtcsAL commiEspoNocmcc
TO TM( •OARO

October 3, 1957

In view of the circumstances outlined in your
letter of September 16, 1957, and the Reserve Bank's fa-
vorable recommendation, the Board of Governors further
extends until February 1, 1958, the time within which The
Union Commerce Bank, Cleveland, Ohio, may establish a
branch at the northeast corner of Cedar and Warrensville
Center Roads, South Euclid, Ohio, under the authorization
contained in its letter of July 11, 1955.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Merritt Sherman

Merritt Sherman,
Assistant Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

Board of Directors,
Citizens Bank of Hattiesburg,
Hattiesburg, Mississippi.

Gentlemen:

Item No. 5
10/3/57

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

October 3, 1957

Pursuant to your request submitted through the
Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System approves the establishment
of a branch by Citizens Bank of Hattiesburg, Hattiesburg,
Mississippi, at 117 South Main Street, Petal, Mississippi,
provided the branch is established within six months from
the date of this letter.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Merritt Sherman

Merritt Sherman,
Assistant Secretary.
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Item No. 6
10/3/57

BOARD OF GOVERNORS 

OF THE 

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Statement for the Press

October 3, 1957

For immediate release

There has been filed with the Board today the Report

and Recommended Decision of the Hearing Examiner in the matter

Of the application by First New York Corporation and others

for the Board's approval of certain transactions under the

Bank Holding Company Act. Copies of the Report are available

at the Board's offices.

Under the Board's Rules of Practice for Formal Hearingso

the parties to such a proceeding have 15 days within which to

submit views as to the Hearing Examiner's Recommended Decision

and thereafter an additional period of 10 days in which to file

replies. Both periods are subject to extension by the Board.

After the expiration of these periods, the Board will then begin

its consideration of this case.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

Item No. 7
10/3/57

A00114(196 orrociAL CORRUPONOIENCIC
TO TUC •oActo

October 3, 1957

Er, F. N, Belgrano, Jr., President,

Transamerica Corporation,
hontgomery Street at Columbus Avenue,
San Francisco 11, California.

Dear Mr. Belgrano:

This refers to Transamerica Corporation's applica—

tion, dated September 19, 19570 for an extension to December 31,

1958, of the time within which it must comply with the require—

ments of section 4(a)(2) of the Bank Holding Company Act.

In accordance with the provisions of section 4(a) of
the Act, the Board has granted the requested extension.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) S. R. Carpenter

S. R. Carpenter,
Secretary.
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The Honorable Wilbur D. Mills,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy,
Joint Economic Committee,
Senate Office Building,
Washington 25, D. C.

My dear Mr. Mills:

Item No. 8
10/3/57

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN

October 4, 1957

As you state in your letter of September 17, the
Federal Reserve System does undertake to follow closely and
carefully developments in the national economy with respect
to their bearing on monetary action. The information as-
sembled is fully shared with the interested Government offi-
cials and the public generally through a variety of releases.
These include: the consolidated statement of the Federal
Reserve Banks, released weekly; a national summary of busi-
ness conditions, made available at mid-month; the Federal
Reserve Bulletin which includes a leading article on some
important sector of, or development in, the economy, distrib-
uted monthly; the Federal Reserve Chart Book, also distributed
monthly; and a number of weekly and monthly mimeographed re-
leases on specific statistical series compiled by the Federal
Re serve System.

These sources, together with the Current Economic
Indicators, prepared by the Council of Economic Advisers and
circulated to each member of Congress as well as to the Execu-
tive agencies and the Board of Governors, provide a picture
both of economic developments to which monetary policy is re-
sponding and of credit market, banking, and monetary develop-
ments which reflect monetary actions. I shall be glad to see
that your office regularly receives the more important of
Federal Reserve items mentioned above. The mid-month national
summary of business conditions and the monthly leading article
in the Federal Reserve Bulletin will be found particularly
he lpful. There are also speeches of Board members from time
to time that contain useful explanations of current monetary
Policy.
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The Honorable Wilbur D. Mills

In addition, should your time permit, a member of
the Board or its staff will be glad at any time to review
with you the most recent factual information pertaining to
total economic activity and its major components as well as
the general nature of current economic forces and their
financial impacts.

I trust that the foregoing suggestions adequately
meet the needs referred to in your letter.

Sincerely yours,

Wk. Mee. Martin, Jr.
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z)-1639
Item No. 9
10/3/57

AnoRiss orrickAL coRkCSPONOENCE

TO THE EICIAPIO

October 7, 1957

Dear Sir:

The President of one Federal Reserve Bank has raised

a question as to System policy regarding authorship of chap
ters

by Federal Reserve System employees in a book on the Federal
 Re-

serve System, edited by a person outside the System.

Insofar as officers and employees of a Federal Reserve

Bank are concerned, it is the Doard's feeling that questions of

this kind can best be determined by the management of the Pank

on the basis of their individual merits. However, it is the

Board's view that, where participation in such a project is ap-

proved, the principle stated in F.R.L.S. #9054, 3-1018, dated

March 24, 1948 should apply, and that no additional compensation

Should accrue to the individual concerned.

Very truly yours,, )
./

S. R. Carpenter,
Secretary.

TO THE PhES1DENTS OF ALL FEDERAL RESEhVE BANKS
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS Ite/m No. 10

Z.-14506 (0Fo? c7e
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM copies only)

OF THE

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE ROAR)

October 4, 1957,

For your information, there are enclosed copies of two reports
Of studies dated August 9 and September 6 that have been made on the

pestion of changes in the system of reserve requirements, particularly
those relating to the proposal of the ABA Economic Policy Cormission.
Copies of these reports have been sent to Deputy Manager Sherman Adams
of the ABA for the information of the members and staff of the Connission

cid-rIC on this question and copies are alco being sent to the mem-
bers of the Federal Advisory Council for their information, ase
indicated by the copy of the transmittal letter enclosed herewith.

One set of the enclosed reports is intended for the use of
the head of research at your Bank. If additional copies are needed,
we shall be happy to supply them upon request.

Very truly your",

S. R. Carpenter,
Secretary.

Enclosures

TO THE PRESIDENTS OF ALL FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS
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Dear Sir:

281,0
Item No. 1I
10/j/57

Z-4505 (On office
copies only)

ADORESS orriciAL COPIRESPONi0ENCE
1C1 THE BOARO

October L, 1957.

For your inforration, there are attached copies of two re-

ports of studies that have been made on the question of changes in
the system of reserve requirements, particularly those relating to
the proposal of the ABA Economic Policy Commission. Copies of these

reports have been sent to Deputy Uanager Sherman Adams of the ABA
f:or the information of the members and staff of the Commission work-

On this question and copies are also being sent to the members of

the Federal Advisory Council and the Presidents of the Federal Reserve

Banks for their information. The reports are not for publication nor

should the results be given any publicity. They are purely factual

and are not intended to indicate any position that the Board or its

staff may eventually take with respect to the merits of any

Particular proposal.

Very truly yours,
x-

S.

Enclosures

, 0/ 

R. Carpenter,
Secretary.

TIE U'iNMERS OF THE FEDLRAL ADVISORY COUNCIL
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